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In the next few days, the murderous Yuan sect was in a state of chaos. 

 

It was said that master Xiahou had a discerning eye and recognized talents. He handed the heavy 

responsibility of finding the lotus root thief to Yun Chujiu. 

 

Everyone in the murderous Yuan sect felt that Master Xiahou’s head was most likely filled with water! 

Wasn’t this the same as asking a cat to find a fish thief? 

 

They didn’t know if this fellow would be able to find the fish thief, but she would definitely use her 

authority to harm the green jade lotus root. Perhaps even the green jade prawns would suffer. 

 

Ever since peak master Mo of Water Mountain received this news, it was as if he was facing a great 

enemy. He personally stood guard at the lotus pond and Shrimp Pond, afraid that Yun Chujiu would steal 

it and harm their water mountain’s treasures. 

 

Yun chujiu, this fellow, used a chicken feather as a command arrow. She personally selected a group of 

subordinates and strolled around the killing Origin sect. 

 

If this fellow didn’t like anyone, he would directly order the arrest of them, under the pretense of 

interrogating the whereabouts of the Green Jade Lotus Root. 

 

For a moment, everyone in the Shi Yuan sect was afraid that they would be framed by Yun Chujiu in the 

next moment. 

 

The four peak masters jointly requested to see Master Xiahou, asking him to take back his orders, 

unexpectedly, Master Xiahou stroked his beard and said, “Only a thief knows what the so-called thief is 

thinking. Therefore, if we let this Yun chujiu investigate the matter of the Green Jade Lotus Root, she will 

definitely be able to get twice the result with half the effort.” 



 

The Four Peak Masters felt as if their hearts were going crazy. It seemed that their sect master’s head 

was really wet! What kind of nonsense was this! 

 

However, when they saw Master Xiahou’s firm attitude, they had no choice but to give up. After they 

returned, they each reminded the disciples not to go near Yun Chujiu to avoid suffering. 

 

Even if these disciples avoided Yun Chujiu, there were still many people who were arrested for 

“Groundless”crimes. Moreover, many of them were inner sect disciples, and there were even true 

disciples. 

 

The most infuriating thing was that there were actually quite a number of elders who were also arrested 

by this fellow. An’s crime was, uh, instigation. 

 

The people from the essence murder sect were simply about to explode in anger! 

 

The dignified elders would instigate disciples to steal Green Jade Lotus Roots? ! Did you think that 

everyone was as shameless as you? ! 

 

However, everyone dared to be angry but did not dare to say anything. Fortunately, in another month, 

this fellow would be sent back to the primordial chaos sect. At that time, their essence murder sect 

would regain its peace. 

 

Now that they thought about it, although people from their killing origin sect were killed on the 

competition stage from time to time, their lives were still very peaceful. Their mood was also very 

happy. Unlike now, where they were like mice being stared at by cats every day, they were living in 

constant fear. 

 

If they were to choose the most unpopular person, Yun Chujiu would definitely be elected with all the 

votes. She was now the Public Enemy of the entire killing origin sect. 



 

In the blink of an eye, ten days had passed. Nearly one-fifth of the people in the murderous Yuan sect 

had been locked up in the Law Enforcement Hall by Yun Chujiu. It was said that because there were too 

many people, this fellow passed through the hall in batches. Moreover, all kinds of torture took place in 

turn. It was simply too horrible to watch. 

 

That evening, Yun chujiu used the excuse of wanting to ask questions and called the disciples of Water 

Mountain who were guarding the lotus pond to the law enforcement office. Peak Master Mo smashed 

the Teacup into pieces. “This is outrageous!”! This Yun chujiu originally looked pretty good, but now it 

seemed like she was a disaster! She called all the disciples who were guarding the lotus pond away. The 

other disciples don’t know how to operate the arrays, so how are they going to patrol?” 

 

Elder Zhu of water mountain said, “Peak master, calm down. How about this? I have nothing to do, so I’ll 

bring a few disciples to guard the Lotus Pond Tonight.” 

 

“This, sigh, alright! Then it’ll be hard on you. In any case, the lotus pond and shrimp pond are halfway up 

the Water Mountain. There shouldn’t be any big problems.”Peak Master Mo said helplessly. 

 

 


